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Abstract—Video cameras have been deployed at almost every
critical location, and they keep generating huge volumes of video
data. The current visual processing technologies are not efficient
in handling all these data for surveillance purposes, and a large
amount of human power is needed to process them. In this paper,
we propose the E-V system, which uses electronic footprints to
help sort through this swamp of data. Electronic footprints are
wireless signals emitted by mobile devices carried by people.
They are ubiquitous and amenable to collection and indexing.
We study how to use electronic footprints to help quickly and
accurately identify object’s appearance model from large volumes
of video data. We have formulated the problem and provided
efficient algorithms to achieve the identification on large data
sets. Real world experiments and large-scale simulations have
been done, which confirms the feasibility and efficiency of the
proposed algorithms.

advantage of E signals is that a unique electronic identity,
such as a GSM IMEI, WiFi MAC address, or Bluetooth ID,
is associated with every object. If recorded, this information
forms the electronic footprint of a region. Processing these E
signals and footprints is generally much faster than processing
video signals due to the low dimensionality of the E signal.
Therefore, integrating E signals information can greatly help
video based surveillance.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Video based surveillance systems are deployed everywhere
to continuously monitor public areas such as transport hubs,
schools, government properties, etc. The purpose of such
system is to identify and track objects of interest at different
locations. However, video-based surveillance cannot always
provide satisfactory performance due to the following challenges: (1) A lot of cameras are needed to cover a large area.
The video frames generated by these cameras in large areas
can easily become unmanageable over time; (2) Monitored
objects may be visually occluded or have multiple inconsistent
appearances.
Two typical scenarios of video surveillance are as follows:
(1) Police officers track down criminals by analyzing the
video sequences captured via video cameras; (2) People look
for missing elders and children by searching through video
sequences captured in public areas. In the first scenario,
criminals may intentionally hide their faces. Therefore, police
officers have to search through a large sets of video sequences
to identify the appearances of the criminals. In the second
scenario, people may provide an out-of-date image of the
missing elder or child. Therefore, a lot of time needs to be devoted to handle the inconsistency between the missing person’s
different appearances. In summary, video based surveillance
technologies need to involve a large amount of human efforts.
As video signals fail to provide a satisfactory solution in
isolation, E signals emerge as a new possibility. The number
of personal mobile devices being used is prolific; over four
billion mobile phones are in use worldwide today [2]. The
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In this paper, we propose the E-V system that uses E
signals to help video surveillance quickly and accurately
identify object’s appearance model in large areas (Fig. 1). The
monitored object’s visual appearance (V-ID) may be either
unavailable or vague. In our system, we assume each object’s
E-ID is readily available. In fact, the electronic identity is
mostly available, because people need to frequently use their
electronic devices in daily life. Even in some extreme cases,
such as the 2005 terrorism bombings in London, the E-IDs
are still captured [23]. If an object’s electronic identity does
not exist, we leave the monitoring task to the traditional video
based surveillance system.
Recall the scenarios given at the beginning. In the first
scenario, police officers may not have the criminal’s visual
appearance, but use the criminal’s electronic identity captured
at the scene, with our proposed system, they may still be
able to identify the criminal in recorded videos. In the second
scenario, people already have a vague visual appearance of the
missing person. They can use it together with the missing elder
or child’s electronic identity to identify the missing person in
recorded videos.
There are some straightforward solutions for using E signals
to help video surveillance. For example, one solution is to look
up the detected E signals in a third-party supported database,

then make a matching between a particular E signal and its
visual appearance. But this method may not be feasible as
the E signal lookup service is not always available, or the
corresponding V-ID may be vague. Another solution is online
monitoring via localizing the E-ID and V-ID and mapping the
locations in the two different coordinate systems. However, the
E-ID localization suffers from two problems: First, E signals
are inaccurate for localizing an object. E signals may attenuate
significantly as distance increases. This can result in an EID’s association with multiple V-IDs. Second, E localization
is expensive. For example, we need to cover every point in a
region with three or more detectors to do triangulation, which
is not easy to guarantee.
In this light, we propose to use a multiple E frames’
intersection approach to narrow down the search scope of a
specific E-ID, EID∗ , and quickly identify the corresponding
V-ID, V ID∗ , in the corresponding V frames. We call the
collection of all E-IDs and V-IDs at a certain time point an
E frame and a V frame respectively. Particularly, we sort
through the E-ID lists at different time points, and find a
minimum set of E frames, hence corresponding V frames,
where EID∗ can be uniquely identified. Then, we can use the
selected V frames for V ID∗ extraction. By taking advantage
of the processing speed of E signals, our solution can greatly
reduce the video processing burden. The proposed method has
several favorable features: First, it is more cost friendly than
those E localization based solutions. Only simple electronic
detectors and video cameras are needed and they are not
required to cover an area multiple times. Second, it is accurate
and robust. Because we make full use of multiple frames
and multiple sensors, i.e., electronic and video sensors, and
perform effective information fusion, the overall accuracy is
greatly boosted. Third, it is highly compatible with other
approaches. It can be used to enhance or confirm the E-ID
and V-ID mapping results generated by other solutions, such
as online monitoring.
In summary, we have the following key contributions:
– We have proposed a methodology that leverages electronic
footprints to significantly reduce the video processing time.
– We have designed a two-stage approach to find an object’s
visual appearance given its E-ID with or without a possibly
vague V-ID. In the first stage, we find essential frames through
E-ID filtering. We formulate it as a Element Discrimination Problem (EDP) and Generalized Element Discrimination
Problem (GEDP). In the second stage, we identify V ID∗
from E filtered frames. To handle the case in which some
objects’ V-IDs are vague, we formulate a n-partite Graph
Best Match Problem (nBM) and solve it via the maximum
likelihood approach.
– We have conducted real world experiments and large scale
simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed E-V
combination methodology. The results show that it is practical
and efficient.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the related work. Section III introduces the

proposed E-V system in detail. Section IV presents our experiment and simulation results. Finally Section V concludes the
paper and presents our future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
There are three categories of related research work.
The first category is wireless tracking. Wireless tracking
is a part of the wireless localization technology. However,
wireless tracking requires the wireless network, instead of
the mobile nodes, to perform the localization. So it is mainly
studied under the name of Network-Based Localization [20] or
Network-Centric Localization [12]. It is, in fact, implemented
in almost all cellular networks and some WLAN networks.
The government or police rely heavily on the location information thus obtained in some critical situations, e.g., 911 call
localization or suspect tracking. In [20], Sayed et al. have
surveyed the approaches popularly used and summarized the
challenges faced for network-based localization. In wireless
sensor networks (WSNs), localization using wireless signal
emitted from one of the sensor nodes is widely studied. A
good overview of this topic can be found in [18] [22] [24].
RFID tracking [19] [25] is another important part of wireless
tracking. RFID is used to track children in [3] and construction
material in [14].
The second category is video surveillance. Yilmaz et al.
give an overview of this field in [27]. Recently there is much
interest in applying a-priori constraint in object tracking [17]
[15]. Multi-camera video surveillance is studied in detail in
[1] [6]. A branch of video surveillance research particularly of
interest is identity management [11]. The identity management
problem aims to solve the continuous tracking problem after
two human figures cross each other. However, the problem
is confined to a homogeneous sensor network, e.g., camera
networks. Integration of different types of sensors is not
studied under this topic.
The last category is sensor fusion. Sensor fusion is the
integration of sensing data from multiple sensors, and thereby
enhances the quality of acquired information for a sensing area
[10]. It has many real applications in a variety of different
areas, such as robotics or bioinformatics. There are several
classic theories to perform sensor fusion, such as Kalman
Filtering [21] and Dempster-Shafer theory [26]. Recently there
are also works focusing on using heterogeneous sensors to
help tracking [16] [30]. However, the identity management
problem has not been seriously addressed. It is often implied in
literature that the mapping is known or can be easily done with
some a-priori knowledge. Cho et al. mentioned this problem
in [7]. Cho et al. use a visual camera network and a RFID
network for monitoring. They propose to use the appearance
or disappearance of RFIDs and human figures to perform the
mapping. However, they only give an example of how the
process is done. The feasibility of such an approach is not
analyzed. Nor did they give an efficient algorithm for identity
mapping when the volume of sensing data is huge.

III. E-V D ESIGN
There are two major steps in the identification scheme for
our E-V system. First, we have an E frame filtering step, which
helps to remove a large number of irrelevant E frames, hence
corresponding V frames, captured in given places and retains
only a small set of E frames to help identify the object of
interest. Second, we have a V frame mapping step, which
uniquely identifies the appearance of the object of interest.
For the possible vagueness of V-IDs, this step also provides
functionalities to eliminate certain levels of uncertainty. In the
following two subsections, we will discuss these two steps in
detail.
A. E Frame Filtering
We study two cases when E-IDs are complete and incomplete. By “complete”, we mean there is no missing E-IDs or
extra E-IDs (ghost E-IDs) captured in any E frame.
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Sample matrix of E and E 0 in (a) and (b) respectively

1) E Frame Filtering with Complete E-IDs: As we mentioned above, if we want to find a V ID∗ given EID∗ , we may
use E-IDs as indices to select essential V frames for further
processing. In these frames, we must ensure that EID∗ and
V ID∗ can be uniquely identified, i.e., being ‘distinguishable’
from other IDs. So here we need to define ‘distinguishability’
of an E-ID or V-ID in a set of E frames or V frames.
We collect the E-IDs which have ever appeared across all E
frames. Each E-ID is numbered and denoted as EIDnumber .
EID0 is given to EID∗ . We can construct a matrix E =
{eij } = (e1 , e2 , · · · , en )T , as is shown in Fig. 2(a). Its
columns are EIDnumber . Its rows are different frames, denoted as ei . eij is the j-th element in ei . We put a 1 in eij ,
if EIDj appears in frame ei , and 0 if not. Then we have
Definition 1.
Definition 1. EID∗ is distinguishable from EIDi 6= EID∗
in an E frame set P , if and only if ∃ej ∈ P : ej0 6= eji .
Definition 1 captures the fact that any EIDi 6= EID∗ can
be distinguished from EID∗ , so long as EID∗ and EIDi do
not always appear or disappear together in V and E frames.
From here, we can have Definition 2.
Definition 2. EID∗ is distinguishable in an E frame set P ,
if and only if for ∀EIDi 6= EID∗ , EID∗ is distinguishable
from EIDi .
We give an example in Fig. 2(a). In Fig. 2(a), EID∗ can be
distinguished from EID1 with frame e1 and e2 . But EID∗

cannot be distinguished from EID4 , because we cannot find
such ej . So EID∗ is not distinguishable in Fig. 2(a). However,
it is distinguishable, if we take away the EID4 column. One
note here is that we must make sure that EID∗ appears at
least once. That means one of the rows selected from E must
have a 1 for the EID∗ column. If EID∗ does not appear at
all, it is meaningless to talk about its distinguishability.
Definition 2 gives a general way to decide the distinguishability of an E-ID. If there is no column in E which is identical
with that of this E-ID, it can be uniquely identified. Though
Definition 1 is intuitive, by a slight change in elements, we
can greatly extend its compatibility, as we will see later in this
section.
We further define the complement operation for the matrix
and vector, E = (e1 , e2 , · · · , en )T = {1 − eid }. We also
define the conjunction operation for row vectors in E, ei ∩
ej = (ei1 ∧ ej1 , ei2 ∧ ej2 , · · · ). Now we define another matrix
E 0 = {e0ij }. If EID∗ appears in ei , then e0i = ei . If EID∗
does not appear in ei , then e0i = ei . Transformation of the
sample matrix E into E 0 is shown in Fig. 2. We let e∗ be a
vector where only the element in the EID∗ column is 1, and
all other elements are 0. With these definitions, we can have
Theorem 1. The proof is not difficult, so we skip it due to
space limitation.
Theorem 1. EID∗ is distinguishable in E, if and only if
∃P = {e0p1 , e0p2 · · · , e0pl }, whose elements are all row vectors
in E 0 , such that ∩li=1 e0pi = e∗ , where e∗ = (1, 0, 0, · · · ).
Fig. 2(b) shows the concept of Theorem 1. With this
theorem, we can formulate in Definition 3 the problem of
finding a minimum set where EID∗ is distinguishable.
Definition 3. Element Discrimination Problem (EDP): Find
a minimum set (in term of element number) P =
{e0p1 , e0p2 · · · , e0pl }, whose elements are all row vectors in E 0 ,
such that ∩li=1 e0pi = e∗ .
Theorem 2. EDP is NP-Complete.
We sketch the proof here. In EDP, we need at least one 0
along each column in the selected P . It means that all 0s in E 0
must cover every column except EID∗ . So there is a one to
one correspondence between EDP and the set cover problem,
which is NP-complete.
For the set cover problem, we have a (1 + log(n))approximation scheme, where n is the number of element in
the set to be covered [8]. It is shown in Algorithm 1.
After the E frame filtering step, we can use the one-to-one
E-V frame mapping to find the V frames corresponding to the
selected E frames and conduct visual detection techniques to
uniquely identify V ID∗ . This will be discussed in detail in
the next subsection.
2) E Frame Filtering with Incomplete E-IDs: In the previous case, E-IDs are treated as complete. However, it is often
not realistic in real world systems. There are mistakes in the
sensing data. It is likely that we will have false positives and
false negatives, i.e., missing IDs and ghost IDs. These mistakes

Algorithm 1 Greedy EDP(E,e∗ )
X ← {all V IDi s which correspond to a 0 in e∗ }
F←∅
for each row e in E do
S ← {all V IDi s which correspond to a 0 in e}
F ← F ∪ {S}
end for
U ← X, C ← ∅
while U 6= ∅ do
select an S ∈ F that maximizes |S ∩ U |
U ← U − S, C ← C ∪ {S}
end while
return C
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Smoothing to get rid of abrupt appearance or disappearance of IDs.

of GEDP in Definition 4.
can be classified into two types. The first type is aleatory
ones. It happens mainly because sensors are not perfect, and
the processing of data can also yield such mistakes. For
example, we miss an E-ID in an E frame, because the signals
were interfered with and happened not to be received. The
second type of mistakes is consistent mistakes. Some factors
uncontrollable on the sensor side consistently generate false
positives or false negatives. For example, in the E-V system,
not everyone has an electronic device or, even if they have,
they may choose not to expose their E-IDs. So a person may
be seen in the video and is assigned a V-ID, but there is no
corresponding E-ID detected by the wireless detectors. The
V-ID in the video then becomes a ghost ID, or, equivalently,
the E-ID is missing. In the following part, we will investigate
how to handle these two types of mistakes.
Handling Aleatory Mistakes: Aleatory mistakes come from
the imperfectness of sensors and data processing algorithms.
We can definitely improve and fine tune the sensors and
algorithms, but this type of mistakes will be there anyway.
So it is necessary to find a generic solution to this problem.
Generally speaking, we can apply pre-processing to tackle
this type of mistakes. It is possible to leverage some intrinsic
properties of object movements or other a-priori knowledge to
filter away obviously erroneous data.
One preprocessing method to handle aleatory mistakes is
smoothing. It uses a smoothing filter to do away with too
abrupt changes in the sensing data (Fig. 3). It generally
makes sense, as the underlying physical motion of objects is
always continuous and does not see many abrupt changes. For
example, human cannot teleport. So an E-ID detected is likely
to re-appear in the next frame.
The smoothing can be implemented by applying a smoothing kernel to the appearance/disappearance matrix, such as E
in the last section. How to choose which type of smoothing
and with what parameters is case specific, and is beyond the
scope of this paper. But we have observed that using a simple
moving average filter along the column of E performs well in
our experiments.
However, smoothing can cause problems. The most salient
one is that the E matrix is no longer binary, i.e., 0/1. So we
need to recast the EDP problem. Here we give the definition

Definition 4. Generalized Element Discrimination Problem
(GEDP): Find a minimum set P = {e0p1 , e0p2 · · · , e0pl }, such
that d = | ∩li=1 e0pi − e∗ | ≤ τ , where τ is a preset threshold.
The operations are defined based on the fuzzy set theory
[29], as it is the natural extension of the traditional (crisp) set
theory. For example, the conjunction operation can be defined
as a ∧ b = min(a, b), and disjunction as a ∨ b = max(a, b).
The distance between two vectors, i.e., |ea − eb |, can be either
Manhattan or Euclidean distance. Fig. 4 gives an example.
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Sample GEDP problem

GEDP is clearly NP-hard, as we can reduce EDP to GEDP.
In fact, it is an NP-hard problem to calculate dmin , the
minimum d given all the rows in E 0 . As a reference to
determine τ , it is very helpful to know dmin . Fortunately,
we have an additive Fully Polynomial-Time Approximation
Scheme (FPTAS), which is based on subset-sum approxi˜ the returned
mation algorithms [8], that can ensure that d,
minimum value of d, is in the range (dmin − , dmin + ) . In
Algorithm 2, we show the algorithm to achieve that, as well as
the heuristic solution to the GEDP problem. Here we define an
operation on a list of numbers. Suppose L is a list of number,
and L ∧ x = {l ∧ x|l ∈ L}. For example, L = {l1 , l2 , l3 }, and
L ∧ x = {l1 ∧ x, l2 ∧ x, l3 ∧ x}. si denotes the i-th element in a

set S. The Merge-Lists function merges the two lists, and sort
the merged list according to the distance. The Trim function
only keeps ‘representative’ entries in the list to keep the list
of length polynomial to the frame number. In real practice, we
often cut the tail of the list. We throw away entries far away
from the objective. The details of both functions can be found
in [8].
Algorithm 2 Approx GEDP(E,,τ )
S ← {all row vectors in E}
n ← |S|, L0 ← inf
for i ← 1 to n do
Li ← Merge-Lists(Li−1 ,Li−1 ∧ si )
Li ← Trim(Li ,/2n)
end for
d˜ ← the smallest value in Ln
if d˜ > τ then
No solution for the given τ
else
return z ∗ in Ln , with the minimum ∧ operands
end if
Besides smoothing, we may also take advantage of apriori knowledge to help reduce aleatory mistakes. The object
lists acquired may come with some measures of the object.
For example, in wireless sensing, besides the MAC address,
we may also have the Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI). These measures are where we can apply our a-priori
knowledge to help the mapping process.
In the E-V system, the RSSI can be used to estimate
the distance of the object to the wireless detector. As the
video cameras cover the sensing area of wireless detectors,
the wireless detectors are likely to be near the center of
the camera’s range. So being closer to the wireless detector
means a better chance that it is not a ghost ID, i.e., the
video camera should detect the person with the device. So
we can write the probability of a person’s appearance in a
V frame as a function of the RSSI as a sigmoid function,
f (t) = 1/(1 + eβ(t0 −t) ). We also know through experiments
or empirical formulas that RSSI statistically attenuates versus
distance in an exponential manner described by the classical
formula P = P0 − α · log dd0 + N . What we need to determine
now is α, d0 . and find their relationship with β and t0 .
Empirically the RSSI of handsets which is detected by a WiFi
AP and is also in the camera range falls into the range of
-55 dBm and -75 dBm. So t0 can be set to -65 dBm, and
β = 0.1 − 0.5 gives a fairly good performance. So we can
fit our sigmoid function accordingly. Again, after distance
estimation, we must use the GEDP algorithm to find the
essential V frames, as the elements in E are no longer 0/1.
Handling Consistent Mistakes of Missing E-IDs: Different
from aleatory mistakes, consistent mistakes of missing EIDs
are out of control of the system. When this is the case, it is
usually very helpful to put constraints on the sensing pattern
and sensor deployment. We may require relationship between

certain types of ID detection. For example, we can deploy
the E-V system, so that whenever an E-ID is detected, its
corresponding V-ID is also detected. It can be done by making
sure that the coverage of camera network is larger than the
wireless coverage. This is a reasonable constraint. If an E-ID
is detected, the corresponding device is very likely to be there,
and the video camera should detect it. With this constraint, we
can still use the identity mapping approaches presented in the
last subsection. But the EDP algorithm is more limited in this
case, only E frames with EID∗ appearing make sense. So
we can only make use of those frames to distinguish EID∗ .
However, we do need some frames where EID∗ is guaranteed
not to be there, in order to eliminate the environmental E-IDs,
as they are always present. It can be done by selecting videos
recorded at a time when nobody is there, e.g., during the dead
of night.
As the sensor deployment and sensing pattern are at full
discretion of the sensor network designer, the above method
is almost always possible and of generic utility. We also
emphasize that exacting constraints on sensing patterns and
sensor deployment is not so unreasonable as it may sound.
After all, if all sorts of IDs can randomly be missing or become
ghost IDs in a consistent manner, it is not possible at all to
perform identity mapping.
B. V ID∗ Identification from E Filtered Frames
In this subsection, we discuss our scheme for identifying
V ID∗ from E filtered frames. Once the EDP/GEDP algorithms have selected a set of frames that can distinguish EID∗ ,
V ID∗ is guaranteed to be identifiable from these frames. We
will first discuss the cases where no (vague) V-ID input has
been given. We will address how to integrate the V-ID input
at the end of this subsection.
Since the observed feature of an object varies slightly due
to the uncertainty in pose and/or illumination changes, the VIDs related to the same object are similar to each other but
usually not identical. We set up a similarity matrix between
any V-IDs, from the same frame or different V frames, as is
shown in Fig. 5. We write the similarity between V IDi and
V IDj as s(V IDa ,V IDb ) or sab when there is no confusion.
It is symmetric. We fix the similarity between two V-IDs
appearing in the same V frame to be 0, because they cannot
belong to the same person. Since it is desirable to pinpoint a
person or an E-ID within a short period of time, e.g., within
one day, we assume that the association between E-IDs and
V-IDs generally do not change. Even if people occasionally
change certain types of appearances, e.g., clothing, yet it is
still possible to differentiate between different people based on
other features, e.g., gaits [13], and have a reasonable similarity
metric.
The similarity between two V-IDs provides a probabilistic
measure about whether they come from the same object. If
we compare the same person in different frames, we may get
a distribution of similarity. We call this distribution function
f1 (s), as is shown in Fig. 6(a). If we compare all pairs
of different people across all frames, we may also get a

of EID∗ to identify the candidates for V ID∗ . Suppose if
we have n V frames selected by the EDP/GEDP algorithm,
named v1 to vn . And there are mi V IDs in vi , named V ID1i
i
to V IDm
, which is shown in Fig. 7(a). Then we form the
i
problem of finding V ID∗ as in Defintion 5.

Fig. 5.

Similarity Matrix

distribution of similarity. We call this distribution function
f2 (s). These two similarity functions reflect how likely two
V-IDs are from the same person or different people. For a
V IDi and V IDj , the probability of their belonging to the
same person is P (V IDi = V IDj ) = f1 (sij ), the probability
of their belonging to different people is P (V IDi 6= V IDj ) =
f2 (sij ). However, these two functions are hard to get and
they may change in different scenarios. So we approximate
them with f10 (s) and f20 (s) as is shown in Fig. 6(b). It means
the larger similarity, the more likely the two V-IDs belong
to the same person. It is reasonable in common sense. Then
P (V IDi = V IDj ) ≈ sij , P (V IDi 6= V IDj ) ≈ 1 − sij .
Given a set of V-IDs, {V ID1 , · · · , V IDk }, the probability
that V ID0 is none of them is
P (V ID0 6= V IDi , i = 1, · · · , k) = Πkj=1 f2 (s0j ).

(1)

The probability that V ID0 is V IDi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) is
f1 (s0i )
· Πkj=1 f2 (s0j ).
(2)
f2 (s0i )
Note that the above probability should be normalized to
exclude the probability that V ID0 equals V IDi and V IDj
from the same V frame at the same time. In favorable
conditions, many terms in the product in (1) and (2) are close
to one or to zero, so we can further simplify the probability
that V ID0 is none of them to 1−max(s0i ), and that V ID0 is
one of them to max(s0i ). These two approximations are much
simpler to calculate and they work well in real experiments.
P (V ID0 = V IDi ) =

Fig. 6.

Similarity distribution

The appearance/disappearance probabilities of V-IDs based
on the similarities can be matched with the appearance pattern

Fig. 7.

n-partite graph and the n-partite Graph Best Match Problem

Definition 5. n-partite Graph Best Match Problem (nBM):
Find a V-ID, the product of whose appearance/disappearance
probabilities matches that of EID∗ best.
The intuition behind Definition 5 is that we know only
V ID∗ appears or disappears in the same way as EID∗ . So,
to solve the nBM problem, we can evaluate the appearance
or disappearance probability of each V-ID in every frame. Let
us take an example (Fig. 7(b)). Suppose we know that EID∗
appears in V frame v1 and v3 . To choose which V-ID is V ID∗ ,
we calculate an appearance/disappearance probability for each
V-ID. For example, we first pick V ID11 for evaluation. We try
to figure out whether it has appeared in each V frame with
(1) and (2),
P (V IDi = V ID∗ )
= P (V IDi ∈ v1 ) · P (V IDi ∈
/ v2 ) · P (V IDi ∈ v3 )

(3)

We can do the same for every V-ID. After that, we choose
the V-ID with the largest probability to be V ID∗ , because its
appearance/disappearance tallies with that of EID∗ best.
Finally, let us discuss what if a (vague) V-ID input has been
provided. With the input V-ID, we can calculate a similarity
score between the input V-ID and each V-ID we have obtained
from the image. Then we incorporate this score into the matrix
shown in Fig. 2. One typical way is to calculate a weighted
average of the new similarity score and the original similarity
scores in the similarity matrix. If we are very confident that
the input V-ID is accurate, we can assign a larger weight to the
new similarity score. Otherwise, we need to assign a smaller
weight.
Remark: We would like to point out that, the purpose of
filtering E frames is to reduce the visual processing burden.
However, if the visual processing capability is not very limited,
we can keep more E frames, e.g., twice as many as minimal.
It will give better accuracy for V ID∗ identification.

IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we comprehensively evaluate the proposed
E-V system. We have done two real world experiments and
a set of large-scale simulations. We will present the results
below.
A. Real World Experiments
We have done two experiments to validate the identity mapping schemes designed for the E-V system. One experiment is
done in the gymnasium, and the other is in the library. Each experiment lasts several minutes. Aside from environment E-IDs
and those of passers-by, we have six colleagues carrying E-IDs
in the first experiment, and eight in the second experiment. We
are able to extract 28 corresponding E and V frames for the
first experiment and 40 for the second. In both experiments, we
set up a camera shooting from above and covering the entire
area. V-IDs are detected using the HoG pedestrian detector [9]
and their similarities are calculated from the color histograms.
We also put a laptop on the ground to record WiFi MACs, it
is close to the center of camera scope.
Our purpose is to find a specific V ID∗ given an EID∗ .
We have applied all the techniques introduced above, e.g., E
frame filtering, maximum likelihood V-ID selection, deployment adjustment, smoothing and distance estimation. In both
experiments, we have successfully found the V ID∗ . Some
sample V frames in the final outcome are shown in Figs. 8
and 9. V ID∗ is circled with the green box. We will report
some of the details below.
Experiment 1
Experiment 2

Optimal
3
3

EDP
5
6

GEDP(tight)
4
7

multiple large-scale simulations. In our simulations, there are
a total of 120 objects each associated with a given E-ID
and original image. The original image is chosen from the
pedestrian samples from INRIA person database [9]. The VID similarity is calculated from the color histograms same as
the real world experiments. By using random waypoint model,
all objects are distributed across 4 separate scenes each with an
area of 100×100 m. Depending on the coordinates of a given
object within the corresponding scene, its RSSI as received
by the E detector is simulated, and a perspective distortion
determined from its distance to the camera is applied to its
original image corrupted by randomly generated image noises
to simulate its V-ID.
We measure the performance of our proposed scheme on
two aspects: 1) the efficiency for E frame selection, which is
measured by the percentages of output frames from EDP and
GEDP algorithms with respect to the total input frames; and
2) the accuracy for identifying V ID∗ . As can be seen from
Fig 10, both EDP and GEDP algorithms greatly reduce the
number of frames for further V processing. The percentages
of selected V frames decreases as the numbers of input frames
increase, which demonstrates the scalability of our proposed
scheme when a large number of input frames are provided.
For the GEDP algorithm, selecting τ larger than 4 yields a
smaller number of output frames.

GEDP(loose)
3
4

TABLE I
N UMBER OF V FRAMES SELECTED

We have tried EDP and GEDP to find the minimum number
of V frames for further processing (Table I). In both experiments, the optimal number is 3. With EDP, we are able to
select 5 and 6 E frames to distinguish EID∗ . With GEDP,
we set two τ values, with  = 0.3. One is very close to
the minimum distance achievable. The other is that distance
plus 2. The minimum distance achievable is around 0.6 for
the first case, and 2.3 for the second. They are remarkably
low, as we have over 100 E-IDs and the largest possible
distance can be over 100 (we use Manhattan distance). With
tight threshold, i.e., smaller τ , we have selected 4 V frames
for the first experiment, and 7 for the second. And the loose
threshold gives 3 and 4 V frames respectively. All the results
can uniquely identify EID∗ , except the GEDP(loose) for
Experiment 1. There is one E-ID that cannot be told apart from
EID∗ . However, those two E-IDs are very different visually,
so it does not affect the final outcome.
B. Large-Scale Simulations
To further validate the performance of our proposed identity
mapping scheme for the E-V system, we have also performed

Fig. 10.

Percentages of selected V frames with respect to the total frames.

Fig. 11 shows the results on the accuracy rates for identifying V ID∗ . Over multiple repeated runs on random generated
E and V frames, the average accuracy rates are over 95% for
EDP and GEDP with parameter settings. Different numbers of
input frames do not have much impacts on the accuracy for
identifying V ID∗ .
In Fig. 12, we simulate the V-ID detection failure rate
under different E-ID missing rate at 1%, 10%, 30% and 50%.
Generally the failure rate rises when the E-ID missing rate
increases. But even when the missing rate is as high as 50%,
the detection rate is pretty good at around 90%. Considering
the practical issues on the V side which may cause a V-ID
not being detected in certain scenarios, we have also taken
the miss detection into consideration and studied its impact on
the identity mapping scheme. A V-ID is randomly discarded

(a) Sample Frame 1

(b) Sample Frame 2
Fig. 8.

(a) Sample Frame 1

Fig. 11.

Experiment One

(b) Sample Frame 2
Fig. 9.

(c) Sample Frame 3

(c) Sample Frame 3

Experiment Two

Accuracy rates for identifying V ID∗ .

according to the specified miss detection rate to simulate
the miss detection in practical vision systems. Different miss
detection rates at 2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10% are simulated
and the results are shown in Fig. 13. The deterioration of V
detection does have negative impacts on the accuracy rates.
However, even at a very high miss detection rate of 10% which
is far below the state-of-art person detection performance,
our V-ID matching scheme is still able to provide reasonable
accuracy rates above around 70% over the selected frames
from both the EDP and GEDP algorithms.
V. F INAL R EMARKS
In this paper, we have introduced the E-V system. Electronic
footprints and visual images are integrated in the E-V system
to facilitate data processing. The E-V system is essentially
a bi-modal sensor fusion network. We have addressed the
problem of efficiently identifying object’s visual appearance

with the help of electronic footprints from large volumes of
video data. We formulated the problem, and provided efficient
solutions. In the problem, we took practical situations, e.g.,
missing IDs and ghost IDs, into consideration, and devised
schemes to eliminate their impacts. Real world experiments
and large-scale simulations have been done for the E-V
system. The results confirm the feasibility and efficiency of
the theories and algorithms that we have developed.
As part of our future work, we willl study how to economically deploy visual and electronic sensors to fully cover an area
and satisfy the constraints in Section III. As it is a problem
to cover a 3D space and the cameras are directional, we will
conduct this study based on our previous studies presented in
[4] [5] [28]. We also plan to form larger networks for more
comprehensive evaluation on our prototyped E-V system.
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